Abstract. A logic and proof system is introduced for specifying and proving properties of open distributed systems. Key problems that are addressed include the veri cation of process networks with a changing interconnection structure, and where new processes can be continuously spawned. To demonstrate the results in a realistic setting we consider a core fragment of the Erlang programming language. Roughly this amounts to a rst-order actor language with data types, bu ered asynchronous communication, and dynamic process spawning. Our aim is to verify quite general properties of programs in this fragment. The specication logic extends the rst-order -calculus with Erlang-speci c primitives. For veri cation we use an approach which combines local model checking with facilities for compositional veri cation. We give a specication and veri cation example based on a billing agent which controls and charges for user access to a given resource.
Introduction
A central feature of open distributed systems as opposed to concurrent systems in general is their reliance on modularity. Open distributed systems must accommodate addition of new components, modi cation of interconnection structure, and replacement of existing components without a ecting overall system behaviour adversely. To this e ect it is important that component interfaces are clearly de ned, and that systems can be dynamically put together relying only on component behaviour along these interfaces. That is, behaviour speci cation of open distributed systems, and hence also their veri cation, cannot be based on a xed systems structure but needs to be parametric on the behaviour of components. Almost all prevailing approaches to veri cation of such systems rely on an assumption that process networks are static, or can safely be approximated as such, as this assumption opens up for the possibility of bounding the space of global system states. Clearly such assumptions square poorly with the dynamic and parametric nature of open distributed systems.
Core Erlang Our aim in this paper is to demonstrate an approach to system speci cation and veri cation that has the potentiality of addressing open distributed systems in general. We study the issue in terms of a core fragment of Ericsson's Erlang programming language AVWW96] which we call Core Erlang. Core Erlang is essentially a rst-order actor language (cf. AMST97]). The language has primitives for local computation: data types, rst-order abstraction and pattern matching, and sequential composition. In addition to this Core Erlang has a collection of primitives for component (process) coordination: sending and receiving values between named components by means of ordered message queues, and for dynamically creating new components.
Speci cation Language We use a temporal logic based on a rst-order extension of the modal -calculus for the speci cation of component behaviour. In this logic it is possible to describe a wide range of important system properties, ranging from type-like assertions to complex interdependent safety and liveness properties. The development of this logic is actually fairly uncontroversial: To adequately describe component behaviour it is certainly needed to express potentialities of actions across interfaces and the necessary and contingent e ects of these actions, to express properties of data types and properties of components depending on values, to access component names, and to express properties of messages in transit.
Challenges The real challenge is to develop techniques that allow such temporal properties to be veri ed in a parametric fashion in face of the following basic di culties:
1. Components can dynamically create other components. 2. Component names can be bound dynamically, thus dynamically changing component interconnection structure (similar to the case of the -calculus MPW92]). 3. Components are connected through unbounded message queues. 4. Through use of non-tail recursion components can give rise to local state spaces of unbounded size. 5. Basic data types such as natural numbers and lists are also unbounded. We would expect some sort of uniformity in the answers to these di culties. For instance, techniques for handling dynamic process creation are likely to be adaptable to non-tail recursive constructions quite generally, and similarly message queues is just another unbounded data type. Approach In Dam98] an answer to the question of dynamic process creation was suggested, cast in terms of CCS. Instead of closed correctness assertions of the shape s : (s is a system, its speci cation) which are the typical objects of state exploration based techniques, the paper considered more general open correctness assertions of the shape ?`s : where ? expresses assumptions S : on components S of s. Thus the behaviour of s is speci ed parametrically upon the behaviour of its component S. To address veri cation, a sound and weakly complete proof system was presented, consisting of proof rules to reduce complex proof goals to (hopefully) simpler ones, including a process cut rule by which properties of composite processes can be proved in terms of properties of its constituent parts. The key, however, is a loop detection mechanism, namely a rule of discharge, that can under certain circumstances be applied to discharge proof goals that are instances of proof goals that have already been encountered during proof construction. The combination of the rule of discharge with the process cut rule provides the power required to deal successfully with features such as dynamic process creation.
Our contribution in the present paper is to show how the approach of Dam98] can be extended to address the di culties enumerated above for a fragment of a real programminglanguage, and to show the utility of our approach on a concrete example exhibiting some of those di culties. In particular we have resolved a number of shortcomings of Dam98] with respect to the rule of discharge. Example We use a running example based on the following scenario: A user wants to access a resource paying for this using a given account. She therefore issues a request to a resource manager which responds by dynamically creating a billing agent process to act as an intermediary between the user, the resource, and the user's account. We view this scenario as quite typical of many security-critical mobile agent applications.
The user is clearly taking a risk by exposing her account to the resource manager and the billing agent. One of these parties might violate the trust put in him eg. by charging for services not provided, or by passing information to third parties that should be kept con dential. Equally the resource manager need to trust the billing agent (and to some minor extent the user). We show how the system can be represented in Core Erlang, how some critical properties can be expressed, and outline a proof of the desirable property of the billing agent that the number of transfers from the user account does not exceed the number of requests to use the resource.
Organisation The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the fragment of Erlang treated in the paper and presents an operational semantics for the language. The following section focuses on the variant of the -calculus used as the speci cation logic, providing examples as well as a formal semantics. Section 4 describes the local part of a proof system for verifying that an Erlang system satis es a speci cation formalised in the -calculus, and contains proofs of soundness for some proof rules introduced in the section. The rule of discharge is motivated in terms of two simple examples in section 5, and it is formally stated and proved sound in section 6. In section 7 we put the proof system to work on the billing example, outlining parts of a correctness proof. Finally, the paper ends with a discussion in section 8 on directions for further work, and some concluding remarks.
De nition 1 (Processes, System States). An Erlang process is a triple he; pid; qi, where e is an Erlang expression, pid is a process identi er, and q is a message queue. An Erlang system state s is a set of processes such that he; pid; qi; e 0 ; pid 0 ; q 0 2 s and he; pid; qi 6 = e 0 ; pid 0 ; q 0 implies pid 6 = pid 0 . S is the set of system states.
We normally write system states using the grammar: s ::= he; pid; qi j s k s understanding k as set union.
As the amount of di erent syntactical categories involved in the operational semantics and in the speci cation logic is quite large, the following notational convention is useful.
Convention 2. Corresponding small and capital letters are used to range over values, resp. variables over a given syntactical domain.
Thus, as e.g. e is used to range over Erlang expressions, E is used to range over variables taking Erlang expressions as values.
Erlang Expressions Besides expressions we operate with the syntactical categories of matches m, patterns p, and values v. The abstract syntax of Core Erlang expressions is summarised as follows: e ::= V j self j op(e 1 ; : : :; e n ) j e 1 e 2 j e 1 ; e 2 j case e of m j spawn(e 1 ; e 2 ) j receive m end j e 1 !e 2 m ::= p 1 ! e 1 ; ; p n ! e n p ::= op(p 1 ; :::; p n ) j V v ::= op(v 1 ; :::; v n )
Here op ranges over a set of primitive constants and operations including zero 0, successor e+1, tupling fe 1 ; e 2 g, the empty list ], list pre x e 1 je 2 ], pid constants ranged over by pid, and atom constants ranged over by a, f, and g. In addition we need constants and operations for message queues: A queue is a sequence of values q = v 1 v 2 : : : v n where is the empty queue and q 1 q 2 is queue concatenation, assumed to be associative.
Atoms are used to name functions. We reserve f and g for this purpose. Expressions are interpreted relative to an environment of function de nitions f(V 1 ; : : :; V n ) ! e, syntactic sugar for f = fV 1 ; : : :; V n g ! e. Each function atom f is assumed to be de ned at most once in this environment.
Intuitive Semantics The intuitive meaning of the Erlang operators, given in the context of a pid pid and a queue q, should be not too surprising:
{ self evaluates to the pid pid of the process. { op is a data type constructor: To evaluate op(e 1 ; :::; e n ), e 1 to e n are evaluated in left-to-right order.
{ e 1 e 2 is application: First e 1 is evaluated to a function atom 1 f, then e 2 is evaluated to a value v, and nally the function de nition of f is looked up and matched to v. { e 1 ; e 2 is sequential composition: First e 1 is evaluated (for its side-e ect only), and then evaluation proceeds with e 2 whose value is actually returned.
{ case e of m is evaluated by rst evaluating e to a value v, then matching v using m. If several patterns in m match, the rst one is chosen. Matching a pattern p i of m against v can cause unbound variables to become bound in e i 2 . In a function de nition all free variables are considered as unbound.
{ spawn(e 1 ; e 2 ) is the language construct for creating new processes. First e 1 is evaluated to a function atom f, then e 2 to a value v, a new pid pid 0 is generated, and a process (f v); pid 0 ; with that pid and an initially empty queue is spawned evaluating f v. The value of the spawn expression itself is the pid pid 0 of the newly spawned process.
{ receive m end inspects the process mailbox q and retrieves (and removes) the rst element in q that matches any pattern of m. Once such an element v has been found, evaluation proceeds analogously to case v of m.
{ e 1 !e 2 is sending: e 1 is evaluated to a pid pid 0 , then e 2 to a value v, then v is sent to pid 0 , resulting in v as the value of the send expression. Example: Billing Agents In the introduction we gave a scenario for accessing private resources. As an example Core Erlang program, a function for managing such accesses (a resource manager) is shown below. Erlang variables are uppercase, while atoms are lower-case. Atoms are used to name functions (rm, lookup and billagent), but also as constant values for identifying the \type" of a particular message (contract, contract ok, etc.), or for other synchronisation purposes (lookup ok and lookup nok). The resource manager rm accepts as arguments a resource list, the pid of a trusted bank agent, and a private account. The resource list uses pairs to implement a map from public to private resource \names"; given a public name Pu, a function lookup(P u; ResList) is used to extract the corresponding private name Pr. The resource manager, after receiving a contract o er (identifying the paying account UAcc), tries to obtain the private name of the requested resource, and if this succeeds, a billing agent is spawned to mediate between the user, the bank and the resource, and the name (i.e. pid) of the billing agent is made known to the user. Figure 1 shows the system con guration before and after the creation of the billing agent. The billing agent coordinates access to the resource with withdrawals from the account. Upon receiving a request for the resource fuse; UserPidg, it attempts to acquire the resource, and if this succeeds (resulting in a response Value being received from the resource), it attempts to transfer money from the user account to the resource manager account, and then sends the value to the user. The rules de ning the operational semantics of Core Erlang are separated into three classes: the local rules concern classical, side-e ect free, computation steps of an Erlang expression, the process rules de ne the actions of a single process (an Erlang expression with an associated pid and queue), and the system rules give the semantics of the parallel composition operator. In the rules \pid fresh" requires pid to be a new pid, and foreign(pid)(s) states that no process in the system state s has pid as its pid.
The Property Speci cation Logic
In this section we introduce a speci cation logic for Core Erlang. The logic is based on a rst-order -calculus, corresponding, roughly, to Park's -calculus Par76], extended with Erlang-speci c features. Thus the logic is based on the rst-order language of equality, extended with modalities re ecting the transition capabilities of processes and process con gurations, least and greatest xpoints, along with a few additional primitives.
Syntax Abstract formula syntax is determined by the following grammar where Z ranges over predicate variables parametrised by value vectors. ] is the dual of <> (i.e. all states following an internal transition satisfy ). <p 1 !p 2 > holds if an output transition with appropriate parameters is enabled to a state satisfying , and <p 1 ?p 2 > is used similarly for input transitions.
{ Z(V 1 ; : : :; V n ): is the least inclusive predicate Z satisfying the equation = Z(V 1 ; : : :; V n ), while Z(V 1 ; : : :; V n ): is the most inclusive such predicate. As is by now well known, monotone recursive de nitions in a complete Boolean lattice have least and greatest solutions. This is what motivates the existence of predicates Z above. Greatest solutions are used, typically, for safety (i.e. invariant) properties, while least solutions are used for liveness (i.e. eventuality) k p1 = p2 k = fs j p1 = p2 g k p1 6 = p2 k = fs j p1 6 = p2 g k term(p1) = p2 k = fhp2 ; p1 ; qi k s j p1 is a pidg k queue(p1) = p2 k = fhe;p1 ; p2 i k s j p1 is a pidg k local(p) k = fhe;p ; qi k s j p is a pidg k foreign(p) k = fs j p is a pid that does not belong to a process in sg k atom(p) k = fs j p is an atomg k unevaluated(p) k = fhe;p ; qi k s j e is not a ground value; p is a pidg Example Formulas The combination of recursive de nitions with data types makes the logic very expressive. For instance, the type of natural numbers is the least set containing zero and closed under successor. The property of being a natural number can hence be de ned as a least xpoint:
Using this idea quite general at data types can be de ned. One can also dene \weak" modalities that are insensitive to the speci c number of internal transitions in the following style:
Observe the use of formula parameters, and the use of = for non-recursive de nitions. A temporal property like always is also easily de ned:
The de nition of always illustrates the typical shape of behavioural properties: one mixes state properties ( ) with properties concerning program transitions, separated into distinct cases for internal transitions (i.e. ]always( )), input transitions and output transitions. Eventuality operators are more delicate as progress is in general only made when internal or output transitions are taken. This can be handled, though, by nesting of minimal and maximal de nitions.
Billing Agents: Speci cation We enumerate some desired properties of the billing agent system introduced in the previous section. Disallowing spontaneous account withdrawals. The rst correctness requirement forbids spontaneous withdrawals from the user account by the billing agent. This implies the invariant property that the number of attempts for transfers from the user account should be less than or equal to the number of requests for using the resource:
safe ( where the predicates isuse and istrans recognise resource requests and money transfers:
isuse(P;V; Ag) = P = Ag^9Pid:V = fuse;Pidg istrans(P;V; BankPid; UAcc) = P = BankPid^(9Pid; Acc: V = ftrans;fUAcc;Accg;Pid)
So, a billing agent with pid Ag, pid of a trusted bank agent BankPid , and user account UAcc is de ned to be safe if the di erence N between the number of requests for using the resource (messages of type fuse; Pidg received in the process mailbox) and the number of attempts for transfers from the user account (messages of type ftrans; fUAcc; Accg; pidg sent to BankPid) is always non-negative. Since this di erence is initially equal to zero, we expect billagent(ResPid; BankPid; RAcc; UAcc) to satisfy safe(Ag; BankPid; UAcc; 0). Other interesting properties concern facts like: Denial of service responses correspond to failed money transfers, and returning the resource to the proper user. These sorts of properties are not hard to formalise in a style similar to the rst example. Preventing Abuse by a Third Party. The payment scheme presented here depends crucially on the non-communicationof private names. For instance, even if we can prove that a resource manager or billing agent does not make illegal withdrawals nothing stops the resource manager from communicating the user account key to a third party, that can then access the account in non-approved ways. Thus we need to prove at least that the system communicates neither the user account key nor the agent process identi er. Perhaps the service user also requests that her identity not be known outside of the system, in such a case the return process identi ers may not be communicated either. As an example, the property that the system does not communicate the user account key is captured by notrans(UAcc) given the de nition below. 4 Proof System, Local Rules
In this section we give the formal semantics of sequents, present the most important rules of the proof system and establish the soundness of the proof rules. Consideration of xed points and discharge is delayed until later.
Sequents We start by introducing the syntax and semantics of sequents.
De nition 6 (Sequent, Sequent Semantics). We use standard notation for sequents. For instance we use comma for multiset union, and identify singleton sets with their member. Thus, for instance, ?; S : is the same multiset as ? fS : g.
Boolean formulas are independent of the system state being predicated. Thus, when is boolean we often abbreviate an assertion like s : as just .
Proof Rules The Gentzen-type proof system comes in a number of installments.
1. The structural rules govern the introduction, elimination, and use of assertions. 2. The logical rules introduce the logical connectives to the left and to the right of the turnstile. 3. The equality rules account for equations and inequations. 4. The atomic formula rules control the Erlang-speci c atomic formulas such as the term and queue extractors, predicates such as local and foreign, etc. 5. Finally the modal rules account for the modal operators. It should be noted that, as we for now lack completeness results, the selection of rules which we present is to some extent arbitrary. Indeed some rules have deliberately been left out of this presentation for reasons of space. This is the case, in particular, for the groups (4) and (5). We comment more on this below. Moreover, because of the lack of completeness or syntactical cut-elimination results, we know little about admissibility of several rules such as Cut below. The last two rules are less complex than they appear. They just represent the obvious case analyses needed to infer the -indexed necessity properties stated in their conclusions. For instance in the case where is empty it is clearly required to analyse all cases where either { s 1 performs an internal transition and s 2 does not, { s 2 performs an internal transition and s 1 does not, { s 1 performs a send action and s 2 performs a corresponding receive action, and { s 2 performs a send action and s 1 performs a corresponding receive action.
In fact, the last two rules are simpli ed versions of more general rules having multiple assumptions about s 1 and s 2 in the conclusion. However, a formal statement of these rules, while quite trivial, becomes graphically rather unwieldy.
Observe that these rules deal only with composite system states of the form s 1 k s 2 . Related compositional rules are needed also for singleton processes he; pid; qi, to decompose properties of e in terms of properties of its constituent parts. For closed processes, however, and for tail-recursive programs e (as is the case in the main example considered later), the transition rules are quite adequate, and so this collection of compositional proof rules for sequential processes is not considered further in the present paper.
Theorem 1 (Local Soundness). Each of the above rules is sound, i.e. the conclusion is a valid sequent whenever all premises are so and all side conditions hold.
Proof. Here we show soundness of the more interesting rules only; the proofs of the remaining rules are either standard or similar to these. To handle recursively de ned formulas some mechanisms are needed for successfully terminating proof construction when this is deemed to be safe. We discuss the ideas on the basis of two examples. That is, assuming Out 6 = P (since otherwise output will go to the stream process itself), and started with pid P and any input queue Q, the property stream spec(Out) will hold. The rst step is to unfold the formula de nition. This results in a proof goal of the shape Out 6 = P`hstream(N; Out); P; Qi : always(9X:<<Out!X>>true): (4) Using the proof rules (4) is easily reduced to the following subgoals:
Out 6 = P`hstream(N; Out); P; Qi : <<Out!N>>true (5) Out 6 = P`hstream((N + 1); Out); P; Qi : always(9X:<<Out!X>>true) (6) Out 6 = P`hstream(N; Out); P; Q V 0 i : always(9X:<<Out!X>>true): (7) Proving (5) is straightforward using the local proof rules and xed point unfolding. For (6) and (7) we see that these goals are both instances of a proof goal, namely (4), which has already been unfolded.
Continuing proof construction in example 1 beyond (6) and (7) is clearly futile: The further information contained in these sequents compared with (4) does not bring about any new potentiality for proof. So we would like the nodes (6) and (7) to be discharged, as this happens to be safe. This is not hard to see: The xed point = always(9V:<<Out!V >>true) can only appear at its unique position in the sequent (6) because it did so in the sequent (4). We can say that is regenerated along the path from (4) to (6).
Moreover, always constructs a greatest xed point formula. It turns out that the sequent (6) can be discharged for these reasons. In general, however, xed point unfoldings are not at all as easily analysed. Alternation is a well-known complication. The basic intuition, however, is that in this case sequents can be discharged for one of two reasons:
1. Coinductively, because a member of is regenerated through a greatest xed point formula, as in example 1. 2. Inductively, because a member of ? is regenerated through a least xed point formula. Intuitively the assumption of a least xed point property can be used to determine a kind of progress measure ensuring that loops of certain sorts must eventually be exited. This signi cantly increases the utility of the proof system. For instance it allows for datatype induction to be performed. which outputs a decreasing stream of numbers along Out. If N is a natural number, stream2 has the property that, provided it does not deadlock, it will eventually output zero along Out. This property can be formalised as follows:
The goal sequent is Out 6 = P; nat(N)`hstream2(N + 1; Out); P; Qi : evzero(Out) (8) where nat is de ned in (1). The least xed point appearing in the de nition of nat will be crucial for discharge later in the proof. By unfolding the function according to its de nition we obtain the sequent:
Out 6 = P; nat(N)`h(Out!N; stream2(N; Out)); P; Qi : evzero(Out) Now the formula has to be unfolded, resulting in a conjunction and hence in two sub-goals. The rst of these is proved trivially since the system state cannot perform any internal transition when Out 6 = P. The second sub-goal, after handling the universal quanti er, becomes:
Out 6 = P; nat (N) h(Out!N; stream2(N; Out)); P; Qi : Out!V ](V = 0 _ evzero(Out)) (9)
By following the output transition enabled at this state we come a step closer to showing that zero is eventually output along Out:
Out 6 = P; nat(N); N = V`hstream2(N; Out); P; Qi : V = 0; evzero(Out) (10)
In the next step we perform a case analysis on N by unfolding nat(N). This results in a disjunction on the left amounting to whether N is zero or not, and yields the two sub-goals:
Out 6 = P; N = 0; N = V`hstream2(N; Out); P; Qi : V = 0 (11) Out 6 = P; nat(N 0 ); N = N 0 + 1; N = V hstream2(N; Out); P; Qi : evzero(Out) (12) The rst of these is proved trivially. The second can be simpli ed to:
Out 6 = P; nat(N 0 )`hstream2(N 0 + 1; Out); P; Qi : evzero(Out) (13) This sequent is an instance of the initial goal sequent (8). Furthermore, it was obtained by regenerating the least xpoint formula nat(N) on the left. This provides the progress required to discharge (13).
Finitary data types in general can be speci ed using least xpoint formulas. This allows for termination or eventuality properties of programs to be proven along the lines of the above example. In a similar way we can handle program properties that depend on inductive properties of message queues.
Proof Rules for Recursive Formulas
The approach we use to handle xed points, and capture the critical notions of \regeneration", \progress", and \discharge" is, essentially, formalised wellfounded induction. When some xed points are unfolded, notably least xed points to the left of the turnstile, and greatest xed points to the right of the turnstile, it is possible to pin down suitable approximation ordinals providing, for least xed points, a progress measure toward satisfaction and, for greatest xed points, a progress measure toward refutation. We introduce explicit ordinal variables which are maintained, and suitably decremented, as proofs are elaborated. This provides a simple method for dealing with a variety of complications such as alternation of xpoints and the various complications related to duplication and interference between xed points that are dealt with using the much more indirect approach of Dam98].
We rst pin down some terminology concerning proofs. A proof structure is a nite, rooted, sequent-labelled tree which respects the proof rules in the sense that if is a proof node labelled by the sequent , and if 1 ; : : :; n are the children of in left to right order labelled by 1 ; : : :; n then 1 n is a substitution instance of one of the proof rules. A node is elaborated if its label is the conclusion of a rule instance as above. A proof is a proof structure for which all nodes are elaborated. In the context of a given proof structure we write 1 ! 2 if 2 is a child of 1 . A path is a nite sequence = 1 ; : : :; n for which i ! i+1 for all i : 1 i < n. Generally we use the term \sequent occurrence" as synonymous with node. However, when the intention is clear from the context we sometimes confuse sequents with sequent occurrences and write eg. 1 We get the following basic monotonicity properties of ordinal approximations: Proposition 1. Suppose that 0 .
1. If U is a greatest xed point abstraction then k U 0 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k k U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k 2. If U is a least xed point abstraction then k U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k k U 0 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k
Proof. By wellfounded induction.
u t Moreover, and most importantly, we get the following straightforward application of the well-known Knaster-Tarski xed point theorem.
Theorem 2 (Knaster-Tarski). Suppose that U = Z(V 1 ; : : :; V k ): . Then k U(P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k = ( \fk U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k j an ordinalg; if = fk U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) k j an ordinalg; if = As the intended model is countable the quanti cation in theorem 2 can be restricted to countable ordinals.
The main rules to reason locally about xed point formulas are the unfolding rules. These come in four avours, according to whether the xed point abstraction concerned has already been approximated or not, and to the nature and position of the xed point relative to the turnstile. ?`s : 1 < ^ fU 1 =Z; P 1 =V 1 ; : : :; P n =V n g;
?`s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ); U lfp
Normally we would expect only least xed point formula abstractions to appear in approximated form to the left of the turnstile (and dually for greatest xed points). However, ordinal variables can \migrate" from one side of the turnstile to the other through one of the cut rules. Consider for instance the following application of the process cut rule:
?`s 2 : U ?; S : U `s 1 : U ?`s 1 fs 2 =Sg : U In this example U may be a greatest xed point formula which, through some earlier application of ApprxR has been assigned the ordinal variable . The second antecedent has U occurring to the left of the turnstile. In addition to the above 8 rules it is useful also to add versions of the identity rules re ecting the monotonicity properties of ordinal approximations, prop. 1:
IdMon1
?` 0 ; ?; s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n )`s : U 0 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ); U lfp
IdMon2
?` 0 ; ?; s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n )`s : U 0 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ); U gfp
Additionally a set of elementary rules are needed to support reasoning about well-orderings, including transitivity and irre exivity of <. These rules are left out of the presentation.
For the above rules we obtain the following basic soundness result:
Theorem 3. The rules ApprxL, ApprxR, UnfL1, UnfR1, UnfL2 and UnfR2 are sound.
Proof. Rules ApprxL and ApprxR. For ApprxL assume ?; s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) j = K;
, and that is fresh. Assume also that ? and s : U(P 1 ; : : :; P n ) holds, up to some valuation. Then, for this valuation, so does s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) for some ordinal . But then we nd that some assertion in is true as well, completing the case. For ApprxR the dual argument applies. Rules UnfL1 and UnfL2. The soundness of these rules follows directly from the fact that Z(V 1 ; : : :; V n ): is a parametrised xed point of . Rules UnfL2 and UnfR2. We consider UnfL2. Assume that ?; s : fU 1 =Z; P 1 =V 1 ; : : :; P n =V n g; 1 < j = :
Assume also that U is a least xed point abstraction, and that 1 is fresh. Assume furthermore that a valuation is given, making ? and U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) true. Either is 0, or = 1 + 1, or is a limit ordinal. The rst case is contradictory. For the second case we get the 1 we are looking for directly, and some assertion in is established as desired. For the third case we nd some 0 1 < such that U 0 1 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) is true. We can assume that 0 1 is a successor ordinal. But then the previous subcase applies, and we are done. Again UnfR2 is proved by a symmetric argument. Rules UnfL3 and UnfR3. We consider UnfL3. Assume that ?; s : 1 < fU 1 =Z; P 1 =V 1 ; : : :; P n =V n g j = :
Assume also that a valuation is given such that ? and s : U (P 1 ; : : :; P n ) is true. Then whenever 1 < , s : fU 1 =Z; P 1 =V 1 ; : : :; P n =V n g is true as well. If = 0 this is trivially so. If is a successor ordinal it follows by prop. 1, and if is a limit ordinal we know that whenever 0 1 < then s : U 0 1 +1 (P 1 ; : : :; P n ), so s : fU 1 =Z; P 1 =V 1 ; : : :; P n =V n g. In any case we can conclude that some assertion in must be true, nishing the argument. Again UnfR3 is symmetric. Rules IdMon1 and IdMon2 are trivial, given 1. u t Discharge: Some Intuition The fundamental problem in arriving at a sound, yet powerful, rule of discharge, is to control the way xed points may interfere as proofs are elaborated. We illustrate the problem by two examples. The assumption states that any in nite sequence of internal or send transitions can only contain a nite number of consecutive send transitions, while the assertion states that any in nite sequence of internal or send transitions can only contain a nite number of send transitions. Thus (14) 
we would expect to be able to discharge against (15) inductively in 2 . This does not work, however, since derivation of (19) from (15) fails to preserve the induction variable 2 needed for (20), and vice versa, 4 is not preserved along the path from (15) to (20). Therefore, the in nite proof structure resulting from an in nite repetition of the above steps contains paths in which neither of the two variables is actually being preserved and decremented in nitely many times, and hence the attempted ordinal induction fails. It would still have been sound to discharge if at least one of the two ordinal variables had been preserved in the corresponding other branch; then there would have been no such paths. 
These sequents can be discharged against (22) inductively in 3 , and coinductively in 1 , respectively. In contrast with the previous example, here every ordinal variable which is used for induction (or coinduction) in one of the two leaves is preserved throughout the path to the other leaf.
The Rule of Discharge We now arrive at the formal de nition of the rule of discharge.
Convention 7. From this point onwards proof elaboration takes place in the context of some xed, but arbitrary linear ordering < on xed point formula abstractions U.
Assuming one xed linear ordering can be too restrictive when recursive proof structures are independent. Below we brie y discuss ways of relaxing the construction to allow the linear ordering to be built incrementally.
Below we de ne the critical notions of regeneration, progress, and discharge. Discharge is applied when facing a proof goal n which is unelaborated, such that, below n we nd some already elaborated node 1 such that n is in a sense an instance of 1 . This requires variables present in 1 to be interpreted as terms in n . This is what the substitution of the following de nition serves to achieve.
De nition 8 (Regeneration, Progress, Discharge). Let = 1 ; : : :; n be a path such that n is not elaborated. Suppose that i is labelled by ? i` i for all i : 1 i n. 1. The path is regenerative for U and the substitution , if whenever there is a i such that U i is a subformula of ? i ( i ) then there also are 1 , : : :, i?1 , i+1 , : : :, n such that for all j : 1 < j n, U j is a subformula of ? j ( j ), and ? j` j j?1 . Moreover we require that ( 1 ) = n . 2. The path is progressive for U and if we can nd 1 ; : : :; n such that: In this case we term n a discharge node and 1 its companion node. In this de nition we are being slightly sloppy with our use of U's: Really we are identifying xed point formula abstractions up to ordinal approximations except where they are explicitly stated.
It is quite easy to verify that for Example 3 no linearisation of the xed point formulas can be devised such that the nodes (18) and (19) can be discharged. On the other hand, for Example 4, any linear ordering which (up to approximation ordinals) has U 4 < U 2 will do.
Observe that the linear ordering on xed point formula abstractions can be chosen quite freely. One might expect some correlation between position in the linear ordering and depth of alternation, viz. example 4 above. In practice this is in fact a good guide to choosing a suitable linear ordering. However, as we show, we do not need to require such a correlation a priori. Moreover one can construct examples, using cut's, of proofs for which the above rule of thumb does not work. Now, the full proof system is obtained by adding the proof rules for xed points, including the rule of discharge, to the local rules of section 4.
Theorem 4 (Soundness, Recursive Formulas). The full proof system is sound.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of proof trees. Assume a proof of root sequent ? 0` 0 , and assume soundness for all proof trees of a strictly smaller size. Assume for a contradiction that ? 0 6 j = 0 . We then nd a valuation 0 which invalidates ? 0 6 j = 0 , i.e. which makes all assumptions in ? 0 valid, and all assertions in 0 invalid. We use this assumption to construct an in nite rejection sequence of sequent-valuation pairs (? 0` 0 ; 0 )(? 1` 1 ; 1 ) such that for all i, i invalidates ? i` i , and, considering nodes of discharge to be followed by their respective companion nodes, the sequent sequence (? 0` 0 )(? 1` 1 ) forms a run through the proof tree. Subsequently we use this sequence to derive a contradiction.
The sequence is constructed inductively. Assuming that the construction has reached the i'th element we show how to construct the (i + 1)'th element depending on the rule by which ? i` i was elaborated in the proof. For all rules except discharge the construction is trivial, by the \local" soundness results, Theorems 1 and 3. So assume that ? i` i was discharged against ? 0 In nitely often along the discharge rule is applied. The proof being nite, the number of distinct xed point abstractions that can appear in the proof is nite too. As a consequence we must be able to nd a smallest U under < which is appealed to in nitely often (in 8.3) in applications of discharge along . Let i be such that ? i` i is elaborated in nitely often through the rule of discharge by appealing to U, and that, for no j i, is ? j` j discharged with reference to a U 0 which is strictly smaller than U. For some i we nd an occurrence of U i in the corresponding sequent ? i` i , say that U i is a subformula of ? i . We then see that for each j > i we can nd an ordinal variable j such that U j occurs as a subformula of ? j . We shall sketch an argument that the subformulas U j can be chosen so that the values assigned to j by j form a sequence which is non-increasing and in fact in nitely often decreasing. But this is not possible, since ordinals are well-founded, and we hence shall arrive at a contradiction.
Consider an arbitrary interval (j 1 ; j m ) of such that the rst sequent ? j1` j1 is equal to the last ? jm` jm and does not occur inbetween. Then there must be an element in the interval whose sequent is a discharge node, and whose companion node is either ? jm` jm or is some sequent higher in the proof tree (i.e. closer to the root sequent). We shall call the earliest such element the characterising element of the interval. The interval itself might contain other intervals of the same shape. Moreover, one can choose these intervals in such a way that the elements not occurring in any of the intervals, the characterizing element being among them, form a simple run (i.e. a run not visiting any sequent more than once) through the loop de ned by the discharge path for the characterising sequent. Given an initial partitioning of into such intervals, one can iteratively apply this decomposition scheme until no interval can be further decomposed. Given an index j, we shall call the active interval the least interval of the above type containing both the j'th and the j + 1'th element of .
We perform an initial partitioning of in intervals (j 1 ; j m ) so that ? j1` j1 is the companion node of ? i` i , and continue the decomposition process as described above. Starting from index j = i, we shall choose j according to the discharge condition for the path having as a discharge node the sequent from the characterising element of the active interval. If the current interval is characterised by ? i` i (which can only happen in outermost intervals) we choose j as for progression (cf. 8.2), in all other cases we choose j for regeneration (cf. 8.1). The discharge condition and the induction hypothesis guarantee that the values assigned to j by j form a sequence which is non-increasing (in regenerative intervals) and in nitely often decreasing (in progressive intervals), thus yielding a contradiction.
So, no such rejection sequence can exist, and the assumption ? 0 6 j = 0 must have been false. u t
Verifying the Resource Manager
In this section the proof system is demonstrated by outlining a proof that the resource manager function introduced in section 2 satis es the safe speci cation de ned in section 3. The proof will be kept informal. For instance we will write out neither ordinal variables nor the linear ordering on xed point formula abstractions, since they can easily be added to the proof. Adding ordinal annotations to the proof and taking them into account presents no real di culty since the xed point de nitions in the example are at, i.e., they never refer to other xed point de nitions.
For simplicity it is assumed that the manager knows of only one resource, with public name P u and private P r . The corresponding list fP u ; P r g] is referred to as R L , and R P denotes the process identi er of the resource manager process. Since the de nition of safe is parametrised on a billing agent and a user account the formula must be preceded by an initialisation phase (notice the use of the To prove the leftmost conjunct in the goal (29) one has to show that the number of valid usage requests in the input queue (the parameter M in countuse(B Q ; M)) is always less than or equal to the number of transfer requests that are possible (the parameter N). This proof involves well-known techniques for proving correctness of sequential programs, and the proof of b is even less involved (proofs omitted). Instead we concentrate on the leftmost conjunct of (30) (33) which can be discharged against the leftmost conjunct of (30). The rm process can clearly not perform any output step so that part of the conjunction is trivially true. Thus only the internal step remains, and such a step must correspond to unfolding the application rm(R L ; BankPid; RAcc (35) where ? 00 is ? 0 together with inequations involving the fresh process identi er B P 0 , and the fact that UAcc 0 6 = UAcc. This goal is handled by applying ProcCut to the parallel composition using notrans(UAcc) as the cut formula both to the left and to the right. The resulting goals are: ? 00 ; not(contains (R Q 0 ; UAcc))` UserPid!fcontract ok; B P 0 g; rm(R L ; BankPid; RAcc) : : :; R P ; R Q 0 : notrans(UAcc) (36) ? 00` billagent(P r ; BankPid; RAcc; UAcc 0 ); B P 0 ; : notrans(UAcc) (37) ? 00 ; S 3 : notrans(UAcc); S 4 : notrans(UAcc)`S 3 k S 4 : notrans(UAcc) (38) Goal (37) is easy to prove, since no new processes are created (proof sketch omitted). For goal (36) we have to show not(contains (fcontract ok; B 0 p g; UAcc)), since this is the value the resource manager will send to pid UserPid. The property is clearly true since B 0 P is a fresh pid. The resulting goal, after a simple step where the resulting sequence is reduced, becomes ? 00 ; not(contains (R Q 0 ; UAcc))` rm(R L ; BankPid; RAcc); R P ; R Q 0 : notrans(UAcc) (39) This goal can be discharged against the leftmost conjunct of (30). Thus only goals (31) and (38) remain. These types of goals are handled in a uniform and regular way, using applications of BoxPar1 and BoxPar2, repeated use of boolean reasoning, the UnfR and UnfL rules, and discharging against previously seen goals (details omitted).
Concluding Remarks
We have introduced a speci cation logic and proof system for the veri cation of programs in a core fragment of Erlang, and illustrated its application on a small, but quite delicate, agent-based example. Our approach is quite general both regarding the kinds of languages and models that can be addressed, and the kinds of assertions that can be formulated. For instance we are not restricted, as in many other approaches to compositional veri cation, to linear-time logic, neither does the proof system rely on auxiliary features like history or prophecy variables. In addition our approach permits the treatment of programming language constructs such as dynamic process creation, non-tail recursion and inductive data type de nitions in a uniform way, via a powerful rule of discharge.
An important feature of our approach is the use of xed points to describe recursively the ne structure of computation trees, and to use these recursive descriptions to decompose properties according to system structure. No xed vocabulary of temporal connectives such as those of LTL, CTL, or CTL would permit a similarly general decomposition. The proof-theoretical setting given here represents a substantial advance on the initial work for CCS reported in Dam98]. That work su ered from a number of shortcomings which we think have now been resolved in a satisfactory manner. This concerns:
1. The account of discharge in Dam98] used an indirect approach, tracking and indexing xed point unfoldings in a very syntactical and opaque manner. The present approach, using explicit ordinal annotations, is arguably far simpler, more intuitive, and semantically clearer. 2. The sequent format used in Dam98] was more restrictive than the one used here, in e ect preventing contraction, a ecting proof power very severely, theoretically as well as in practice. 3. The discharge condition of Dam98] required much more rigid relationships between the structure of discharged nodes and the internal nodes motivating their discharge. In e ect it was required that all information be completely cyclic in a pointwise manner. But many examples are extremely cumbersome, if not outright impossible, to force into such a framework.
The drawback, if any, of the approach used here is the explicit use of ordinals. However, in an implementation of this proof system, users need rarely, if ever, be directly exposed to ordinals. Ordinal annotations can be automatically synthesised, and only in very special circumstances do we envisage ordinal information being passed explicitly to users for proof debugging. Several important lessons were learned in the process of doing proofs like the billing agent example. We have already mentioned the need for more exible sequent formats and discharge conditions. Practical proofs tend to get very large. Without support for reducing duplication of proof nodes the proof example outlined for the billing agent has in the range of 10 5 {10 6 proof tree nodes. Just by avoiding proof node duplication this gure can be brought down very substantially, for the billing agent example by roughly a factor of 15. But in fact very few steps in the proof convey information which is really interesting. These are:
1. Points where a process cut need to be applied, to initiate induction in system state structure. 2. Points at which some other symbolic or inductive argument needs to be done, to handle e.g. induction in the message queue structure. 3. Choice points which we may want to return to later, for backtracking. 4. Points which we expect to want to discharge against in the future.
One can easily envisage other proof elaboration steps being automated, and eliminated from view to a very large extent, perhaps using a selection of problemdependent proof tactics. However, it is important to realise that, in contrast to mainstream proof editors such as HOL or PVS, in this some explicit support for managing proof node histories is essential for e ciency.
To investigate these issues, and to begin doing real application studies, we are currently building a prototype proof checking tool that can handle programs of a moderate size such as the billing agent example. Some support for automation of proof steps along the above lines already exists (e.g. for some model checking analyses), but we also need to identify other classes of sequents that can be solved algorithmically. Other ongoing work focuses on integrating the operational semantics of Erlang more tightly with the proof systems (along the lines of Sim95]) and to improve the handling of process identi er scoping (but see AD96] for an approach to this in the context of the -calculus).
